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before the present one expires late next year.

ND student lobby optimistic for
lowering of Indiana drinking age

by Mike Mallen and Rick Gregrac
Staff Reporters

With this year's election two weeks behind, the Notre Dame student lobby to lower Indiana's drinking age has begun what it hopes will be a successful campaign. Lobby President Jerry Klingenberg is optimistic that the bill will be passed in January's legislative session. Last year's resolution was defeated by a narrow margin.

Last year's attempt, Klingenberg said, lacked the organization necessary for successful passage of the bill. Notre Dame's lobby, which is recognized as the strongest and most influential collegiate lobby, has composed a more organized and authoritative approach this year. Klingenberg's program is divided into two main parts. The first phase is an information-gathering procedure. It involves gathering statistics on drinking and driving in states with the lower drinking age, automobile insurance premiums in those states, and background information on the state legislators and their voting patterns on such legislation. The second phase involves distributing this information to the students and other college lobbyists.

The group has already contacted various members of state liquor lobby plans to follow up on the alcohol abuse program. It is also in the process of distributing brochures, which the Notre Dame students who are Indiana residents provide authoritative information on the problems, so we can discuss these now on an equal basis. We also hope to be able to work together with the Notre Dame HPC on various social and academic activities that can be rewarding. Klingenberg promised that United States participation in a world food re-

World Hunger Coalition
to sponsor letter drive

by Mary Mongovan
Senior Staff Reporter

The Notre Dame-Saint Mary's World Hunger Coalition is sponsoring its second annual Thanksgiving "Offering of Letters" drive to support a "World Food Reserve" resolution in Congress, Kirby Warner, coalition representative, announced yesterday.

We are urging everyone concerned with world hunger to write a personal letter to a world food reserve congressmen or President-elect Carter as an act of Thanksgiving," Warner declared. The letters will be offered at the offensiveness of the year's Thanksgiving Mass on Nov. 22 at 10 a.m. in Sacred Heart Chapel. Kathy Rost, Chairman of the drive, stated that mass will be celebrated by university president Fr. Theodore Hesburgh, C.S.C.

The main drive of a World Food Reserve resolution is to protect the poor from famine and unexpected disasters," Rost explained. "A food reserve would help to preserve food stability, preventing boom and bust cycles, and would guarantee world food security," she added.

The "Offering of Letters" is being sponsored nationwide by Bread for the World (BFW), a national Christian citizens lobbying movement, according to Warner. "BFW is urging religious support for the drive on a parish and congregation level," she noted. Last year, BFW launched a similar letter campaign in support of a "Right to Food" resolution which was passed in 1976. Last year's "Offer of Letters" generated 240,000 letters nationwide.

ND student lobby optimistic for lowering of Indiana drinking age

Klingenberg commented that a united effort with other college lobbies and the subsequent organization of supportive data and educational materials will give the bill its needed boost.

Both Klingenberg and Student Senate President Robert Roudebush are optimistic about its passage, although Roudebush does not have a personal interest in its passage. Roudebush, a junior from Aurora, Illinois, says that he is only interested in the success of the bill and does not care where it passes. Both Roudebush and Student Senate President Robert Roudebush are optimistic about its passage, although Roudebush does not have a personal interest in its passage. Roudebush, a junior from Aurora, Illinois, says that he is only interested in the success of the bill and does not care where it passes.

HPC established at SMC

by Anne Bechtle
Staff Reporter

The Hall Life Commission at St. Mary's College is established, and a Hall Presidents' Council was established in its place, by unanimous vote at a special meeting of the SMC Student Assembly last night.

The HPC assumes all duties of the hall Life Commission and like its predecessor, includes the four hall presidents and one representative from August Hall. The vice president for Student Affairs will serve in an advisory capacity for the HPC.

The differences between the newly-formed HPC and the HLC are that the HPC has the ability to form and approve committees and that the HPC's head will be elected by the group. The head of the HLC had been appointed by the student body president. "The HPC is also different because the group has a constitution," Student Body President Mary Lou Blixt explained. "This group never had the need for a constitution before.""In explaining why the HLC was abolished, Blixt continued, "The Hall Life Commission simply proved inadequate to the needs of student government."

"Working through the hall presidents, we have a unique ability to get to each student on campus," said Sandy Gauthier, Saint Mary's Hall president and chairman of the HPC. "I felt this should be used more often. We'll be able to attend Notre Dame's HPC meetings, and they can attend ours. Some of the women's dorms especially have expressed an interest in this,"

Gauthier said she envisions the two groups working side by side. "We have a lot of the same
The purpose of the council is to provide a liaison between freshmen and the Freshman Year of Studies office by reporting on general conditions affecting their class.

Represented on the council are the freshmen and sophomore students. Council members are: Andy Race, Alamon; Timothy Burke, Badin; Bridget McNamara, Breen-Phillips; Richard Pinkowski, Cavanaugh; Margaret Dillon; Barbara Diganzi, Farley; George Blumenthal, Flanner; Bill House, Flanner; Art Hennessey, Grace; Stephen Shaw, Holy Cross; Tom Haller, Howard, Kinnon; Kevin; Barbara Lack, Lehman; Michelle Benefield, Zahn; John Khoury; Morrissey; Jose Marrero, Pangborn; Drego Pena, St. Edward's; Brian Rouleau; Siron; Curt Hetch, Stanford; Julie Lennon, Walsh; Curt Riddle, Zahn; Sara Yang, 3rd floor.
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The Peking correspondent for Japan's Kyodo News agency said Tuesday, Dec. 2 that the city's six million residents have been jolted by a strong earthquake in Tangshan, a city of 1.1 million.
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Foghat concert

British rock group Foghat has been signed for a Thursday, Dec. 2 concert at Ft. Wayne Coliseum according to Celebration Production.
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May dedication announced for SMC recreation center

by Denise Lynek
Staff Reporter

The dedication planning committee for the new Saint Mary's recreation building announced May 6, 7 and 8 as the dates for the dedication ceremonies.

The tentative schedule of events for the weekend are as follows:

On Friday, May 6, ceremonies will begin with an opening dinner with invited guest panel of women athletes. The events for Saturday, May 7 include the dedication of the building, a college open hours and athletic exhibition by students. A special mass and picnic will wind up the weekend ceremonies on Sunday, May 8.

Mary Lou Bilek, student body president, stated "the present student body has donated over $10,000 in the past two years to this building. I'm excited that the building will be dedicated this year."

SMC plans
Thurs. banquet

by Honey McElhugh
Staff Reporter

"Let's be thankful for what we've got" is the theme of the turkey, dressing and all the traditions for the CCUM's future.

The Catholic Committee on Urban Ministry (CCUM) observed its 10th anniversary by welcoming a new chairman, Rev. Philip J. Muraux. In the annual fall conference, held at Notre Dame Nov. 7-11, Muraux outlined directions for the CCUM's future.

"We are a people of hope," he told some 50 participants, "not the utopian hope that all will soon be made perfect, but the realistic hope that in the midst of persistent injustice and racism and sexism and exploitation of one another and the endowments of the earth, in the midst of hunger and sickness and loneliness and despair, we are grasped with the capacity to give new meaning to our lives and to set a new course for our future."

CCUM is a supportive network of priests, religious and lay people who are active in social ministry. Muraux told the group that CCUM is about empowering people, "the tough and patient work of assisting people to make their own decisions about life."

He described the organization's constituents as people who believe in the importance of systems of justice but who now are ready to criticize, and try to change those systems which do not meet the norms of liberty and justice. However, he cautioned against becoming so busy changing systems that "we neglect or exploit the individual in need."

In his outline of goals for the future, Muraux said CCUM will continue to fight coalitions among groups who are struggling to create a just society —

support the effort of women's liberation in Church and society.

expand the work of community organization as a primary tool for empowerment of people.

The theme of the conference was "Toward Empowerment." Participants spent much of the five-day meeting in small group workshops where they shared information and taught each other the skills of community organizing.

Muraux also read a statement of support from Archbishop Joseph Bernan- derd, president of the National Conference of Catholic Bishops (NCCB). By the CCUM board of directors, thanking the bishops for their leadership in the "Call in Action" program of the NCCB and offering CCUM's support in the implementation phase.
Dear Editor:

I am making every possible attempt to secure the services of Marie Domond for the 19th Annual Collegiate Jazz Festival. I can assure that the criteria needed to select guest artists are the best interest of our culturally attuned student body. Among the criterion employed are the following:

A) at least four gold albums
B) guest appearance on the “Sonny and Cher Show”
C) one cover story minimum in Rolling Stone, Crawdaddy, Staxen and a review by Richard H. Butler.

Yours in Objectivity, 
Michael T. Dillon
Campus Editor

Doonesbury

 Forbes...

What makes you think you have the flu?

Dillon Hall strikes again

Dear Editor:

On the night that the first gold snow hit South Bend, a group of Dillon residents gathered outside Morrissey for a snowball fight. Most of the Manor’s residents were listening to Digger Phelps in the lobby and ignored the challenge. The Dillon Men (men?) decided to use Morrissey itself for target practice, breaking several windows and greatly inconveniencing those of us who prefer to keep our team members, and the resurrection of our country now and forever.

The Dillonites have been back since to prove to everyone that they can throw a snowball at the broad side of a dorm without missing. I would like to suggest that, if Dillon’s residents feel they will be needing a building-size target for the duration of the winter, they should throw snowballs at their own dorm.

Mike Decker
Morrissey Resident

Anty-ND column not fair

Dear Editor:

The opinion column of Robert Jacques (“The Myth of Notre Dame”) in Wednesday’s Observer greatly troubled me, for I hardly recognized the school which has become an important part of me. I believe that Mr. Jacques has been so involved in his gross criticisms of the University and its students that he did them an injustice, and at the same time overlooked the essence of Notre Dame.

The “Myth of Notre Dame” is a myth inescapable as it cannot be realized by the student who sits back and waits for the University to come to him. Rather, the strength of Notre Dame lies in what it allows a student to make of himself. Certainly, many of the students choose not to utilize the resources available and interest themselves only in their GPA and other self-serving ends. However, to make such a broad generalization as Mr. Jacques did is highly inaccurate. I, for one, feel quite at home as a “seeker” at Notre Dame.

But still, why not Japan? Why not Europe, or Mexico or Taiwan? I believe residents, probably don’t qualify for any of those places. Only the Tokyo Program has no language requirements, and the rate of acceptance to applicants is very high. Besides Japanese friends, you can also meet students from districts of other countries, because of the English-speaking International Division of the Sophia University has students from around the globe.

Additionally, there is no “Little Notre Dame” in Tokyo. While forty other Domers can offer a sense of security in an alien culture, it seems more beneficial to develop your own, with Japanese, with other nationalities, and with Americans outside the sphere of the Dome.

For me, the Year-in-Japan Program was only a memory, a dream, an irresponsible period of continuous happiness: we were carefree and fun-loving, awaiting eagerly each new experience with which to measure ourselves. I do not realistically expect any other ten month period, either to my particular field, but well-grounded, not specialization, should be the key.

Surely, you have read other articles extolling the values of the year-abroad experience: the foreign, the foreign, the troubles, and the loneliness; reflection, mental expansion, and positive growth; increased sensitivity to the needs of others and of yourself, new insights into the meaning of self, etc. etc. etc. Basically, either you buy it or you don’t.

If you don’t buy such “trash,” please find fulfillment, in the tranquility, anonymity, and narrow boundaries of your provincial educative process. If you believe there could be some faults in the matter, see if Japan might be for you.

Japan. What comparisons does this world bring to you? An “inscrutable” slant-eyed Oriental, a ghisha girl, a pair of chopsticks, rice and raw fish, Mr. Fuji, Sumo wrestlers? Do you too thing of the
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Dear Editor:

I believe in one Carter, the President elect, Redemptor of our present chaos, and the choice of the American people. He was born in Plains, suffered under the Republic- can party, was elected, sworn in and inaugurated. He started in Plains, but on the 20th of January he will have once again be seated at 1600 Pennsylvania Avenue. From thence he will come to help the poor and not so poor. I believe in one Walter Mondale, the best choice to be made. The perfect

Bob Janes, Jr.

“Pssst... Hey, you want to spend a free nine months in the exotic Orient? Just sign up for the year-in-Japan Program.” This and a number of other methods have been used to try, to sell the Tokyo experience to freshmen. And yet, year after year this program draws few students.

Few year-abroad returnees are more enthusiastic about their experiences than Domers from Tokyo. Scholastically, Domers from nearly every major have gone, and still graduated with their class. The possibilities of tying your experiences with your vocational goal are very real. Maybe you would just like some time away from Notre Dame, to travel and see the world from students’ perspective.

But more importantly, the Year-in-Japan students gain new ways of viewing the world. The way in which you see the world, its people, and its problems is necessarily tied to your personal experiences. The more you experience, the broader your base, and the better chance you have to relate to the various types and people you will encounter.

No one can doubt the validity of a Notre Dame education. Notre Dame is an acknowledged leader in undergraduate education. Your teacher remarked recently, it is a provincial education. - World and national issues seem to bypass Notre Dame, and therefore, are untouched by external diversions. Certainly students leave here with a firm grasp of their particular field, but well-grounded, not specialization, should be the key.

Surely, you have read other articles extolling the values of the year-abroad experience: the foreign, the heritage, the troubles, and the loneliness. Reflection, mental expansion, and positive growth; increased sensitivity to the needs of others and of yourself, new insights into the meaning of self, etc. etc. etc. Basically, either you buy it or you don’t.

If you don’t buy such “trash,” please find fulfillment, in the tranquility, anonymity, and narrow boundaries of your provincial educative process. If you believe there could be some faults in the matter, see if Japan might be for you.

Japan. What comparisons does this world bring to you? An “inscrutable” slant-eyed Oriental, a ghisha girl, a pair of chopsticks, rice and raw fish, Mr. Fuji, Sumo wrestlers? Do you too thing of the

Sapporo Olympics, Tokyo, Sansui and industrial capacity? To me, its people, its culture, and most of all its enchantment that so captured my soul that I will be back there this summer. A place where Americans are generally regarded as liked. An island where the people admire you for struggling with their language and culture. A trip I’ll never regret having made.

But still, why Japan? Why not Europe, or Mexico or Taiwan? I believe residents, probably don’t qualify for any of those places. Only the Tokyo Program has no language requirements, and the rate of acceptance to applicants is very high. Besides Japanese friends, you can also meet students from districts of other countries, because of the English-speaking International Division of the Sophia University has students from around the globe.

Additionally, there is no “Little Notre Dame” in Tokyo. While forty other Domers can offer a sense of security in an alien culture, it seems more beneficial to develop your own, with Japanese, with other nationalities, and with Americans outside the sphere of the Dome.

For me, the Year-in-Japan Program was only a memory, a dream, an irresponsible period of continuous happiness: we were carefree and fun-loving, awaiting eagerly each new experience with which to measure ourselves. I do not realistically expect any other ten month period, either to my particular field, but well-grounded, not specialization, should be the key.

Surely, you have read other articles extolling the values of the year-abroad experience: the foreign, the permanent, the troubles, and the loneliness; reflection, mental expansion, and positive growth; increased sensitivity to the needs of others and of yourself, new insights into the meaning of self, etc. etc. etc. Basically, either you buy it or you don’t.

If you don’t buy such “trash,” please find fulfillment, in the tranquility, anonymity, and narrow boundaries of your provincial educative process. If you believe there could be some faults in the matter, see if Japan might be for you.

Japan. What comparisons does this world bring to you? An “inscrutable” slant-eyed Oriental, a ghisha girl, a pair of chopsticks, rice and raw fish, Mr. Fuji, Sumo wrestlers? Do you too thing of the
**University of Windsor in a special A.C.C. exhibition game at 7:30 pm at the Study Help Tutoring Program and game. The proceeds from the event were dropped yesterday. NBC's made-for-TV movies will end to re-owner, and "Sirrotta's started drinking. Alcohol only to Nov. 24. The network said three "The Blue Knight" and "Tony playing a night court judge.**

**Drinking problems discussed AA holds open meeting**

*by Bob Varetton* Staff Report

He had problems before he started drinking. Alcohol only made them worse.

Last night in the Memorial library was a big crowd that talked about how Alcoholics Anonymous helped him. He said that the main point he emphasized was that no one should be embarrassed about asking for help when they need it. Gil was the featured speaker at last night's meeting. He told an audience of 20 people that through drinking he had reduced himself to a vegetable. At one point in his speech, he described himself not only in his voice, but also in his appearance.

"My children were scared of me. They were scared that I had abused my children, but I could have, just as quickly, that I could have stayed sober through AA. The problem was that I was involved in a process of righting past wrongs."

Gil stressed the AA program was a spiritual program of recovery. He said, "I wouldn't be here tonight and what I would be isirl. another member of AA introduced Gil. Anyone with a drinking problem can join AA, he commented. There are no dues or fees to paid. The primary purpose of AA is to stay sober and to help other alcoholics obtain sobriety."

Peggy Barnum, coordinator of the Alcohol Education Unit, expressed regret that more students were not there. She added that Notre Dame students who feel they have a problem with alcohol should consult with her at the Psychological Services Center.

The Psychological Services Center

**Vietnam refused UN entry**


The United States voted 14-1 in favor of a resolution recommending that the General Assembly admit Vietnam to the United Nations. The Security Council's recommendation is recommended to the General Assembly membership. The General Assembly of the United States, one of the five veto-holding permanent members of the council, rejected the resolution.

It was the fifth time in slightly more than 14 months the United States vetoed Vietnamese application for United Nations membership. The other four vetoes were cast on two occasions, on separate applications in membership by North and South Vietnam before the Southeast Asian nation was represented by U.S. Ambassador William W. Scranton.

Other current permanent members of the council, who hold veto power along with the United States, are China, Russia, Britain, and France.

**Vietnamese government and North Vietnam's application for United Nations membership was challenged in July 1975 by the United States. The two zones were formally united as Vietnam in February 1975. The United States, voted for the application. Vietnam's membership request was sponsored by 10 of the 15 members of the Security Council. Those countries were France, Union, China, Romania, France, Sweden, Canada, Pakistan, Bn, Libya and Tanzania.


**Vietnam refused UN entry**

Dr. Ken Milani C.P.A. and assistant professor of Accounting at Notre Dame will present a lecture "It Doesn't Add Up: The Role of Human Resource Accountant in Effecting Work Humanization" on Wednesday, Nov. 17 at 3:30 p.m. in the Hayes-Healy Center auditorium.

This talk is the last of a series of lectures sponsored by Notre Dame's College of Business Administration with financial assistance from the Sperry & Hutchinson Company. It is open to the public without charge.

Prof. Milani has taught at Notre Dame since 1968 and was a member of the American Accounting Association, American Taxation Association, American Institute of Certified Public Accountants and the National Association of Accountants.

Dr. Milani is a member of the American Accounting Association, American Taxation Association, American Institute of Certified Public Accountants and the National Association of Accountants.
Hearings underway for Nazi war criminals

Three Eastern Europeans who have been charged in the United States for war crimes are set to go on trial today. The hearings will be held in Connecticut, followed by deliberation and a verdict by the judge. The defendants, who are accused of committing atrocities and deporting Jews, will face charges of murder and war crimes.

New trusts announced

Three persons, two women and one man, have been named as trustees of the Breznev Foundation. The new trustees are Ernestine M. Carmichael, chairman of the board of directors, and two members of the board. The Foundation will continue its work to promote understanding between the United States and the Soviet Union.

Student volunteers needed for South Bend services

The Office of Volunteer Services has received requests from members of the South Bend community for student volunteers. The projects include tutoring for 20-year-old girls, attending Miciana College of Commerce, and assisting the YWCA in programs involving their retarded girl. Interested students are encouraged to contact the Office of Volunteer Services for more information.

Nightmares haunt victims; kidnappers await hearing

Nightmares haunt victims of the kidnapping, as some of the 27 young victims still experience nightmares and nervousness. In the hours after their release, they handled the attention of the whole world upon their deliverance. Mrs. Reynolds also said she and her daughter have become more irritable since the trauma of the July 15 abduction. They go into depressed moods, she said, when she thinks about it all.

The Zhishovs were freed when their bus driver and two of the older boys pried the top of the bus open.

An investigation later led to the arrests of three young San Francisco men. These arrests were made in August on seven counts of kidnapping and 18 of robbery involving personal possessions taken from the victims.

The three are: Frederick N. Woods, 24, James Schoenfeld, 24, and his brother Richard, 23, as reported by the city of Oakland where the case was moved last week on a change of venue. No trials for the three are scheduled yet.

Seemingly least affected by the trauma are the four persons—daughters of Cella Carrego, all of whom were on the bus. Cella Carrego says the girls seem un­ touched by the experience, perhaps because they keep active as a group. They are making up and performing dances and singing with their author.
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Seemingly least affected by the trauma are the four persons—daughters of Cella Carrego, all of whom were on the bus. Cella Carrego says the girls seem untouched by the experience, perhaps because they keep active as a group. They are making up and performing dances and singing with their author.

Brezhnev pledges no interference

Brezhnev promised to respect the independence of the United States for years to come. The Soviet leader said that the United States has a right to choose its own leaders and that the Soviet Union will not interfere in the country's affairs. He also stated that the United States has a duty to respect the Soviet Union's sovereignty and territorial integrity.
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by Eileen O’Grady

ND Women’s Sports Editor

Field hockey completed its third season of competition last weekend, and still people are unfamiliar with this sport. Presently the women are resting in preparation for “WCHA season,” and are anxiously formulating their game plans as they think of what is to come this season. If a team grants, they would be the only team playing any sport along with tennis and fencing.

Besides their three years of work, the women still highlight their play in the last two years in the WCHA. It makes a comparison between the two.

Both times they were immediate risers against large school competition which prevented them from ranking higher in the state. But the important thing in their eyes is that as a small school team, they did exceedingly well.

This year they ranked such in the state, “and didn’t get killed when we played the higher ranked teams. We were able to compete and point out what they have that we don’t,” stated by the women. For the women, they had to top rank top played teams for the WCHA. Although narrowly edged out, both the Indiana State and Indiana coaches called the Notre Dame team a talented team, but particularly fine in defense.

The team accounts in the defense to a new system employed this year by the team, called the “WCHA 5-3-1,” which was the wishbone in football, with a team option for a fourth down.

It was originally designed by a man from the African team years ago, uniquely, it encourages the players to play by breaking down the formation of fullback and forward. “It’s a football offense cerebral, as you can move more laterally with an attack,” comments Hotvedt. “This causes our opponents to leave their defensive position and follow the ball, creating many open holes.”

Field hockey itself is very similar to soccer, only moving the hard ball with care on the sticks that have a rounded edge. It is played on a soccer size field with many of the rules and plays similar to soccer; ice hockey was reformed from field hockey, so other plays are reminiscent of ice hockey. It is the same game by brigades, to the 1700’s in western Europe, and was sporadically played in American Woman Constance May Applebee in 1800. She introduced it to Vassar College in their physical education classes. Its seven small colleges started playing it, so it became an inter-collegiate sport for women.

However, it enjoyed its early popularity in this country around the same time as football, thus as a women’s sport became as popular as football. This sport today is divided into two 35 minute halves. There are no time outs, except for injury, so it is 70 minutes of continuous playing. Thus field hockey encourages team play and enjoyment, and is generally a very demanding sport.

From the sticks and hard ball, one would think field hockey to be a violent sport. Although there are no head butting or direct body contacts which deters it as a “sport of technique. Rules are strictly enforced and developed solely for safe play.”

The Notre Dame team began two years ago from an interest group started by Hotvedt. They borrowed equipment from St. Mary’s Academy and played in two away games two years ago, they were granted club status. They played full team games and played both small and large schools in the Indiana, Michigan, and Illinois regions.

This year the team followed the same type of format, retaining their club sport status and competing with a large team. “We beginning to gain some in some problems.”

We had a chance to schedule Valparaiso, Peru, Indiana and Notre Dame field hockey teams. “They feel they have our best teams, and we feel other play out of state teams, or at least varsity level teams.”

None of these teams, status for the field hockey team would give them the prestige necessary to play these larger teams, whom she thinks vital to their schedule.

Another benefit from varsity status would be fee for the team to attend some weekend tournaments. “But at the present $250,000 club sport budget, we just can’t afford it,” states Hotvedt. She mentioned particular fall tournaments in Michigan, Pennsylvania and New Jersey.

Hotvedt notes one drawback in the team’s good fight. “We need to find someone who can play in the mid field and distribute good accurate passes on the diagonal,” she explains. Although she has many good athletes on the team, she claims to need “someone who understands the game for the position.”

Some of these excellent athletes included Mary Ann Dooley, “who scored and assisted many important goals, and was our primary attacker,” Hotvedt describes. Dooley set up many good plays for another outstanding offensive player, Kim Maazi, who has a “sharp slap shot.”

Again this year Hotvedt cited gorgeous Mary Murns as the outstanding defensive player. “In one half, she made 43 saves, without allowing one score,” he coch coaches.

The team announced that they will show practice spirit for present team members and any new women anxious to come in and learn the skills. There is still places open on the second squad.

The key things you have to do is to enjoy team work, running, and the outdoors,” describes Hotvedt.

The Notre Dame women’s field hockey team has just completed their third season of competition and hopes to become a varsity sport for next year.

NCAA reduces Division I

CHICAGO (AP) - The NCAA proposed Monday to reduce Division I membership from four and institutions to approximately 150 where football is the major sport. The plan, if approved, would be introduced to the NCAA convention in Miami Beach in January, would eliminate the top division schools in football.

NCAA reduces Division I

McMillian happy in N.Y.

NEW YORK (AP) - The prospect of spending another winter in Buffalo was a chilling one for Jim McMahan, so the 28-year-old forward would look forward to moving to the home of the Braves by the New York Knicks before next season.

"Even if we lost all our games, I'd still rather be in New York than Buffalo," McMahan said with a smile. "It's a six-year exile is over."

The move to New York was a homecoming for the 5-10 veteran of six National Basketball Association seasons. He was a schoolboy in New York at 13, and spent eight years playing college basketball at Columbia, an Ivy League team which he batted the Top Ten.

"I've always wanted to play pro ball in New York," said McMillan, "though it was beginning to look like I might not get the chance."

He got it when Buffalo signed top draftee Adrian Dantley of Notre Dame. McMahan, 6-5 forward - to a lucrative multiyear contract, which included $400,000 to keep both on the payroll. So McMillian and his family, who had moved to a 5,000-year-old city to the Knicks for a reported price of $250,000.

"Any time you can get a player of his caliber for cash, you're getting a good bargain," added Knicks General Manager Eddie Donovan, who signed McMahan, "and Knowles"

F LEGO anti-gambling

WILMINGTON, Del. - AP - If legal sports betting was widespread, ir could make fans suspecti of every play and ruin the image of pro sports. National Football League Commissioner Pete Rozelle was the leadoff witness at the federal trial court of an NFL lawsuit to halt legal sports betting in Delaware. Rozelle stated that the proposal would place enormous pressures on his league and could make fans suspecti of every play if the sports betting was widespread.

He also said widespread legal sports betting would place enormous pressures on his league and could make fans suspecti of every play if the sports betting was widespread.

NHL Standings

An organizational meeting for most coaches and captains was held on Tuesday, November 16 at 4:30 in the AC Auditorium. All coaches and captains must attend. Also, anyone interested in offi

Interhall b-ball meetings set

Chase led the field hockey team: a good halfback. "We believe in our halfback system, and in our rushing game," describes H opke. However the Grace team lost 3-0 in football, and scored only one touchdown.

In the second half Grace finally got their offensive machine in gear. The running game started picking up momentum only to stall after a few first downs. One Grace drive was halted by Keenan’s captain Jim Kerrigan when he picked off an errant Grace aerial. After this both team’s defenses again took off.

Keenan got the ball for the last time with a little over two minutes to play. The offense grounded out two first downs and then kicked a 19-yard field. This set the last down. In the final second of the regular season Keenan missed a field goal from the same spot. But Ed Dasko, Keenan’s premier place kicker was not to be fooled, as he split the uprights with just nine seconds remaining clinching the win for Keenan.

Keenan, the defending Interhall champions, take on South Quad champ, Off-Campus, this Thursday night on Carrier Field.

The Irish nighthawks took on the New York Knights, East-West Conference leaders, at “night on Cartier Field. Keenan captured the North Quad title with shutout of Grace.